Abstract--In this paper, we consider a class of hyperbolic equations with functional arguments, and obtain sufficient conditions for the oscillation of solutions of the equations with two kinds of boundary conditions. (~)
INTRODUCTION
The study of the oscillatory behavior of solutions of partial differential equations with functional arguments, besides its theoretical interest, is important from the viewpoint of applications. Examples of applications can be found in [1] . A few results on the oscillatory behavior of hyperbolic equations with functional arguments were recently obtained in [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] and references cited therein. We noticed that most cases with discrete delay have been considered in those papers. In this paper, we consider the following nonlinear hyperbolic equations with continuous distributed deviating arguments:
ot--~ u + )~(t)~ (z,~-~(t))
L i=1 b -p(x,
t)u -L q(x, t, ~)y(u[x, g(t, ~)1) da(~),
together with boundary value conditions of the following types: m
= a(t)Au + ~ aj (t)~u (~, pj (t))
j=l (x,t) ~ f~ × R+, 
Typeset by A hAS-TEX where Au is the Laplacian in R n, (x,t) E ~t x R+ = G, R+ = [0, +c~), u = u(x,t), u(x,t) e C (Off x R+, R+), ft is a bounded domain in R n with a piecewise smooth boundary 0f~. n denotes the unit exterior normal vector to 0gt. We assume that the following Conditions H1-H4 hold.
CONDITION H1. a(t),aj(t),Ai(t),pj(t) E C(R+,R+); ~'i(t) <_ t, pj(t) < t, and vi(t),pj(t)
are nondecreasing; i = 1, 2,..., n; j --1, 2,..., m; and limt--,+oo vi(t) = limt-~+~ pj(t) = +oo. The aim of this paper is to obtain new oscillatory criteria for equation (E) satisfying the two kinds of boundary value conditions. Our results generalize and improve some given results in [2, 5, [7] [8] [9] . 
u(x, pj(t)) > 0, (x,t) • a x [tl,+o~).
Integrating equation (E) with respect to x over the domain fl, we have
_/ap(x,t)udx_ fa~bq(x,t,~)u[z,g(t,~)]da(~)dx, t>_tl.
Using Green's formula and (Bi), we have
Au dx = u(x, t)u do; <_ O, n On a /n Au (x' pj(t) ) dx = jon Ou (x' pj(t) ) dw = -~n u (x' pj(t ) ) u (x' pj(t ) ) dw <-
Using Jensen's inequality and (2.1), we have
In ~ bq(x't'~)f(u[x'g(t'~)])da(~)dx= Jab/q(x,t,~)f(u[x,g(t,~)])dxda(~)
(2.9)
np(x, t)u dx >_ P(t) Jn u dx. f
Therefore, from (2.6)-(2.10), we have
at-~ u(t) + ~(t)u (,-~(t)) + P(t)u(t) + Q(t,~)f(u[~(t,~)])do(~) < o,
t>_ti.
Let n z(t) : u(t) + ~ ~(t)u (~(t)), t > t,.
/=1
It is shown that z(t) > 0, z"(t) < 0 for t > tl. Hence, z'(t) is decreasing in the interval [tl, +c~), and we can prove that z'(t) > 0. In fact, suppose that z'(t) < 0 for t > tl, then there exists a T > tl such that z'(T) < 0. Then z'(t) _ z'(T) for t > T; and
z(t) <_ z(T) + z'(T)(t -T).
Let t --* +(x~, then limt__,+~ z(t) = -oe, which contradicts the fact z(t) > 0. Furthermore, from the inequality above and (2.1) and (2.4), we have
Noticing 
wl(t)=~b(t) z'(t) z[g(t, a)]'
then we have wl(t) > 0, for t > tl, and using the hypothesis of the theorem, we see that there
) is decreasing, and g(t, ~) <_ t, ~ E [a, b], we can see that z'(t) <_ z'[g(t,a)]; thus w~(t)-¢'(t)z'(t) ¢(t)z'(t)z'[g(t,a)]
. z"(t)
Then, from (2.12), we have
Integrating both sides of the last inequality above, from tl to t (t > tl), we have
Taking t -~ +c~, the last inequality leads to a contradiction of (2.5)•
The case where u(x, t) is an eventually negative solution of equation (E),(B1) can be proved by analogous argument. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
COROLLARY 1. Suppose that the Conditions H1-H4 hold. If the following differential inequality, dt 2 U(t) + A~(t)U (r~(t)) + P(t)U(t) ÷ Q(t,()f (U[g(t,()]) da(() < 0 (2.13) has no eventually positive solution, then every solution of equation (E),(B1) is oscillatory in G.
In Theorem 1, choosing ~b(t) = 1, then we have the following corollary.
COROLLARY 2. Suppose that the conditions H1-H4 and (2.3),(2.4) hold. If Q(s,~) 1-E~i[g(s,~)] da(~)ds = +oo. i=l Then every solution of equation (E),(B1) is oscillatory in G.

THEOREM 2. In addition to the conditions H1-H4 and (2.3),(2.4), suppose that there exist g'(t, a) and H(t,s), h(t,s) • C'(D;R), in which D = {(t,s) I t > s > 0}; such that H(t,t) = O, t >_ O; H(t, s) > O, t > s >_ O; Ht'(t, s) > O, Hs'(t, s) <_ O, and
OH(t, S) = h(t, s)~, (t, s) • D.
(2.14)
15) i=l then every solution u(x, t) of the problem (E),(B1) oscillates in G.
PROOF. Suppose to the contrary that there is a nonoscillatory solution u(x, t) of the problem (E),(B1). Without loss of generality, we may assume that u(x,t) > 0, (x,t) E 12 × [#, +co), (tt _> 0). From Theorem 1, we have z"(t) + ~[g(t,a)] V(t,~) 1-
~[g(t,~)] d~(~) <0. i=l (2.12) Let z'(t)
~2(t) -zig(t,a)]" Then w2(t) >_ 0, and proceeding as in Theorem 1, we have z'(t) < z'[g(t,a)], then
w~(t) = :(t) z'(t)z'[~(t,a)]g'(t,a) z[9(t, a)] z2[~(t, a)]
<-ej~f Q(t,() 1-da(() -w~(t)g'(t,a),
i=1 i.e.¢ e
Q(t,() 1-,X~[g(t,~)] d~(() <_-w~(t)-w~(t)g'(t,a), i=1
for t > T >__ 0, using the hypothesis of the theorem, we have
<_ -H(t,~)w;(s) as -H(t, s)w~(s)~'(s,a) as
= g(t,s) d~.~(s) -
H(t, s)w~(s)g'(s,a) ds
= H(t, s) dw2(s) -H(t, s)w2(s)g'(s, a) ds = H(t, T)w(T) -w2(s) (-Hs'(t, s)) ds -H(t, s)w~(s)g'(s, a) ds /; /; = H(t, T)w(T) -h(t, s)V"-ff(t, s)w2(s) ds -H(t, s)w~(s)g'(s, a) ds i;[ s; ''',s' = H(t,T)w(T) -x/H(t's)g'(s'a)w2(s) + 2~ ds + 4g'(s,a) ds.
It follows that fT eH(t,S) f~ Q(s,~)
1-~i:l)~i[g(s'~)] da(~) 4~,a) J ds 2 ; h(t,
s) < g(t,T)w2(T) -x/H(t,s)g'(s,a)w2(s) + 2~ ds.
(2.17) 
Noticing that H~(t,s) < O, for tl >_ 0, we have H(t, tl) < H(t, to); then, for t > tl,
b { } ~H(t,s) ~ Q(s,~) 1-~i=1 "~i[g(S'~)] do'(~) 4g-~,a) J ds < H(t, tl)w2 (tl) -x/I-I(t's)g'(s'a)w2(s) + 2~ <_ H(t, tl)w(tl) <_ H(t, to)w2(tl)
H(t, to) eH(t,s)
.~, ,o~ ÷2} ~'~' Sl/a
h2(t, s) I ds 4g'(s, a) f <w2(tl)+e II(t, to) Q(s,() 1-h2(t, s) } 4g'(s,a) ds
Taking t --* c~, we have
the last inequality leads to a contradiction of (2.15).
The case where u(x, t) is an eventually negative solution of equation (E),(B1) can be proved by analogous argument. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
Now we consider the oscillations of the problem (E),(B2).
With each solution u(x, t) of the problem (E),(B2), associate a V(t) defined by where ~1 is the smallest eigenvalue of problem (2.17). Using Jensen's inequality, we have 
V(t) = fa u(z,t)O(x)dx
faf~ q(x,t,()f(u[x,g(t,()])~(x)da(()dx= q(x,t,~)f(u[z,g(t,()l)O(z)dxg~(()
(
V(t)+ Ai(t)V(7"i(t)) +~1 a(t)V(t)+Eaj(t)V(pj(t))
4=1 j=l 
+ P(t)V(t) + O(t,()f(V[g(t,()])d~(() < O. dt 2 V(t)+ ~(t)V(r~(t)) +c~l~_aj(t)V(pj(t))<0.
Set a(t) .. Y'(t) = ~(t) y~).
The rest of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 1; we omit it.
The case where u(x, t) is an eventually negative solution of equation (E),(B2) can be proved by analogous argument. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
COROLLARY 3. Suppose that the conditions H1-H4 hold. If the following differential inequality, dt--7 V(t) + ~_,,Xi(t)V(ri(t)) +c~1 a(t)V(t) + ~-~aj(t)V(pj(t))
i=1 j=l b /,
+ P(t)Y(t) + ]a Q(t, ~)f(VIg(t, ~)])da(~) < 0 has no eventually positive solution. Then every solution of equation (E),(B2) is oscillatory in G.
In Theorem 3, choosing qo(t) -1, we have the following corollary. 
Then every solution of equation (E),(B2) is oscillatory in G.
The following theorem and lemma can be proved analogously. 
COROLLARY 5. Suppose that the conditions of Corollary 2 hold. Then every solution of equation (E),(B2) is oscillatory in G.
To conclude this paper, we consider an example. u(x, t) = sin x cos t is such a solution.
